A 2023 CRES Forum national survey demonstrates Republicans and Independents across the country support American clean energy sources. This **support is significantly stronger** for those **who live near** a clean energy facility that **supports their community**, either through lower energy costs or local job creation.

**SUPPORT FOR SOLAR POWER GENERATION**

82% of Republicans & 90% of Independents

This support increases to **88% of Republicans and 93% of Independents** who live near a solar farm.

**SUPPORT FOR WIND POWER GENERATION**

73% of Republicans & 86% of Independents

This support increases to **81% of Republicans and 89% of Independents** who live near wind turbines.

**SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION**

59% of Republicans & 56% of Independents

This support increases to **84% of Republicans and 74% of Independents** who live near a nuclear reactor.

**SUPPORT FOR NATURAL GAS**

85% of Republicans & 71% of Independents

This support increases to **89% of Republicans and 79% of Independents** who live near a natural gas facility.

**SUPPORT FOR HYDROPOWER GENERATION**

86% of Republicans & 85% of Independents

This support increases to **98% of Republicans and 94% of Independents** who live near a hydroelectric dam.

The CRES Forum survey was conducted March 8-9, 2023, by Moore Information Group. A total of 1,000 online interviews were conducted among a nationwide representative sample of self-identifying Republican and Independent voters. The potential sampling error is plus or minus 3% at the 95% confidence level.